Thursday 29th October, 2020

Responsibility
November
Tuesday 3rd
Melbourne Cup Public
Holiday
Thursday 12th
School Photographs
Monday 16th
Curriculum Day
School Council
via Webex at 6.00pm

December
Monday 7th
Grade 6 Graduation
Term 4 Ends
Wednesday 16th
Thursday 17th &
Friday 18th
Curriculum Days

Respect

Resilience

Integrity

Cooperation

Excellence

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Well Done Everyone…..All the hard work of lockdown has paid off and we finally
received good news this week, with the easing and lifting of many restrictions.
School Review
We have our second day of our School Review on Thursday 29th October which is a
Fieldwork Day. This day involves Teachers being interviewed, Student Focus
Groups Years 3-6 and Classroom Observations across the school.
Curriculum Days
Schools are allocated 4 Curriculum Days a year, the first day of the year is one of
these days. We have allocated our remaining 3 Curriculum Days towards Report
Writing and Planning for 2021. Monday 16th November will be a Report Writing Day
for staff. Due to the easing of restrictions for Kinder to Foundation Transitions we will
also be holding limited Transition Sessions on this day for new Foundation families
to PPS.
We have allocated our remaining 2 Curriculum Days at the end of the Term,
Thursday 17th December and Friday 18th December. This will allow us to plan and
prepare for 2021 and also has the least impact on student learning. The last day of
Term 4 will be on Wednesday 16th December.
Camp Australia will operate a Pupil Free Day program on Monday 16th
November. Parents wishing to utilise this option need to book through Camp
Australia. Please note: A Pupil Free Day Program will only operate if the minimum
number of bookings are received. If minimum numbers are not received families will
need to organise alternative arrangements.
Keeping Everyone Safe
Thank you to all the parents who are following the guidelines in keeping their
children home if they are unwell. If your child undergoes a COVID test, they must
remain at home until the test results come through.
Unauthorized Visitor's in the Yard
With the easing of restrictions we have had a number of reports from the parent
community about skateboarders entering the school yard late in the evening and on
the weekends. We have not been able to identify the teenagers through CCTV. As
there are restrictions on who can come onsite, especially for health reasons, we ask
parents to phone Mordialloc Police Station if they see people in the school after
hours.

From The Principal ……. Cont’d
Grade 6 Graduation
Grade 6 Graduations are permitted if within the existing Grade cohort (e.g Whole Grade 6
cohort). At this stage only students and staff can be present. We have a company
organised for the Graduation ceremony to be recorded. Final arrangements and details
are being worked through and once finalised we will communicate this information to
parents in mid November.
School Photos
With the easing of restrictions, outdoor photography is allowed. We are scheduled to have
photos on Thursday 12th November - weather permitting. Please note there will not be
any Family Photos taken. If further changes are made to restrictions we will hold the
School Photos indoors.
Parent Opinion Survey
For the 2020 year, one parent per family has been invited to participate in this year’s
Parent Opinion Survey. The Parent Opinion Survey was sent out on Monday and closes
on Friday 13th November.
2021 School Year
If you have a child in Foundation to Year 5 who is not returning to PPS next year, could
you please inform the office or the class teacher via email as soon as possible. This will
assist with planning for class structures and staffing for 2021.

This year Victoria will celebrate World Teachers' Day on Friday 30 October 2020.
World Teachers' Day 2020 will celebrate teachers with the theme 'Teachers: leading in
crisis, reimagining the future'. This theme reflects the commitment teachers have made as
leaders particularly teaching throughout the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, in a range
of environments.

Leanne Bradney
Principal

WHAT’S HAPPENING!
FOUNDATION
For the last few weeks we have been learning all about
digraphs! These are when two consonants work
together to make one sound. We have learnt the
digraphs th, sh, ph and wh, and will be learning ch next
week. These new digraph cards will be added to your
child’s sound pack this week, along with sounds that
were taught during remote learning. Please ensure
that sound packs are coming to and from school in
reader satchels so that they can be updated. Due to
our changing timetable and Additional Teacher
support in Foundation, you may notice that your
child’s
reading day and reader changeover day will
vary. To assist with this and to support our daily
classroom reading, we ask that readers are also
brought to and from school each day.
In the coming weeks we will be covering our Rights
and Respectful Relationships Unit. This is an Education
Department initiative designed to improve student
wellbeing by promoting positive social, emotional and
relationship skills, as well as educate children about
positive gender norms. You may hear your child
mentioning our new friend ‘Sam’ this week, who had
some questions about what clothes are for and why it
is important for our health and safety that we wear
clothes whenever we are out! If you have any
questions please don’t hesitate to contact us. You can
also find more information about it on the Education
Department Website.

GRADE 1
This week in Grade 1 we have begun to develop
characters and settings for our Narrative topic in
Writing. Our character development included
illustrating and writing a description of what our
character looks like and how they behave, with the
use of adjectives. We have continued looking at the
r-controlled vowel sounds in Word Study, with our
focus this week on the ‘or’ sound. In Maths, we
started our new topic of Fractions this week. We have
been learning about halves of a whole and some
groups have begun learning about quarters. Our
Inquiry unit took us through South Australia last week,
then Western Australia and we are looking forward to
learning about the Northern Territory next week! Just
a reminder to make sure the children are getting to
bed nice and early, we have noticed the Grade 1’s are
quite tired throughout the week.

GRADE 2
Almost halfway through Term 4 and we are loving
being back! After settling into our routines and daily
practises, we have the focus of communication,
kindness and cooperation. We are always reminding
ourselves that we are one big team!
During our Daily 3 reading we are looking at the CAFE
focus of reading with excellent fluency and expression.
Make sure you read out loud every night at home!
Our writing genre for the next couple of weeks is
narrative. We are looking at all the elements that bring
a story together, from a sizzling start to an exciting
ending!
In our Maths classes we have finished the topic of data,
graphs and chance and are beginning making and
sharing groups (Multiplication and Division). We
encourage any additional number practise such as skip
counting, card games, Mathletics as it will continue to
build their skills and understanding.
Did you know that water can be a solid, liquid AND
gas? For Inquiry we are enjoying looking at the natural
and urban water cycles and how we use water in our
everyday lives. We are also researching all about the
matter that makes up everything around us!
As we have a busy term coming up we encourage you
to continue to check the newsletter and Compass for
any information you may need.

GRADE 3
We have had a fantastic start to Term 4 and both
students and staff are very grateful for the fact we are
now back at school and have settled into the new
school routine. Here is a brief overview of what we
have covered so far;
Reading
Students have started to revise the concepts of making
predictions, making inferences, and visualising over the
past fortnight. We have linked our texts to our inquiry
topic of Amazing Australia and focussed primarily on
non-fiction texts. The students have also been
participating in small group and individual reading
conferences to set their individual reading goals.
Writing
This fortnight, the Grade 3 students have written some
fantastic explanation texts relating to the life cycle of
frogs. The students have been working hard on
increasing their description with carefully chosen 'Tier
Two' words and created diagrams to assist their
explanation. The students have begun to revise
persuasive texts this week and have been told to
practise their best techniques at home, watch out
parents!

WHAT’S HAPPENING … cont’d
Maths
In Maths, students have just completed the topic of
location and transformation and investigated
symmetrical shapes. We are now working through
pattern and algebra, where we focus on following
counting patterns to identify a rule. Students need to
engage their knowledge of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division to solve these equations.
Inquiry
Over the past two weeks, the students have delved
into further detail about Australia's neighbouring
countries, investigated the climate and weather of
Australia, and explored some of the native flora of
Australia. The students will soon be looking at the
native fauna of Australia and participate in an online
incursion where we will take a look at some of our
local animal life.

GRADE 4
Our students are continuing to work extremely well
back at school, and we are proud of how quickly they
have settled back into their classroom routines and
expectations. What a colourful day we had last
Thursday with footy teams on display. As we can now
confirm, the winning colour choice was YELLOW and
BLACK!
Reading Comprehension: We have been exploring the
strategy of Author’s Purpose and delving deeper into
the reasons why authors write various texts over the
last week. We are now looking at the Compare and
Contrast strategy, by identifying the similarities and
differences between two things such as characters,
storylines, themes and genres.
Writing: The writing genre we are focusing on is
persuasive. The students have been revising the
structure, language features and techniques required
to write a convincing and engaging persuasive text.
Working in pairs, the students have made
improvements to an original persuasive introduction,
brainstormed their thoughts and have started
constructing an introduction and first argument
paragraph on the topic of ‘Cats are better than Dogs’.

Mathematics: We have finished our Angles and
Shapes topic with a post-test to showcase what the
students have learnt over the last few weeks and have
commenced our new topic of Fractions and
Decimals. Some language you could discuss at home
include fraction, numerator, denominator, equivalent
fractions, mixed number, proper and improper
fractions, tenth, hundredth and simplest form. Please

continue to encourage your children to practise their
times tables and division facts, as fractions is another
area where this knowledge is particularly useful.
Inquiry: Linking in with our reading comprehension and
writing focus, we explored various health messages in
the form of media advertisements to identify its
purpose and the persuasive techniques used, as well as
decided whether the health messages were
trustworthy and creditable.
Wellbeing: To promote mindfulness and exercise, the
students participated in a yoga session before
reflecting on their experience during their Resilience
Project lesson. The students also thoroughly enjoyed
playing ‘All or Nothing’, a ‘Play is the Way’ game which
tests the resilience and perseverance of each individual
and their team.

GRADE 5/6
The Grade 5/6 students are well and truly back into the
swing of Term 4! We have been busy catching up on
home learning experiences, as well as introducing new
concepts and (already!) preparing the students for
2021. A new project this term called Genius Hour
allows the students to choose an individual project to
research, create and present. Topics range from Digital
Technologies, to Storytelling, History projects and even
Multimedia Sports updates. It will be exciting to see
what the students come up with later in the Term. In
Maths, we have just wrapped up Multiplication and
working with Decimals. We have now shifted into
Patterns & Algebra, discovering Algebraic equations
and exploring Prime and Composite numbers. In
Literacy, students have completed a range of Reading
Assessments and have also just written their personal
response pieces. Next week, we will be learning to
plan, write and present scripts!

STARS OF THE WEEK
Friday 16th October, 2020

00G

Bella V.K

For always trying her best, and for her caring nature towards the students in Foundation G

00J

Pippa F.

For her generous, caring nature towards others and always striving to produce her best work!

00N

Holly C.

For her generous, caring nature towards others and always striving to produce her best work!

00S

Rocco W.

For wowing Miss Strong with his sight word knowledge and incredible reading!!

00T

Ben M.

For his positive attitude and contributing thoughtful ideas. Well done!

01A

Leo F.

For a fantastic start back to school, displaying enthusiasm and a readiness to learn!

01B

Amelia B.

For her positive return to school and being ready to learn. Well done Millie!

01M Dominic R.

For the fantastic effort you put into your shark information report.

01P

Asher J.

For all of her efforts and positive attitude towards her learning activities. especially her improvement
in reading. Keep up the amazing work!

01R

Libby P.

For returning to school with a positive attitude, a willingness to learn and giving everything a go.
Keep it up Libby!

02D

Luka M.

For his enthusiastic start to term 4 and for always offering to help his friends and being a kind
classmate. Well done Luka.

02G

Max A.

For your positive attitude and hard work on your return to school. Keep up the fantastic effort!

02M Ryder S.

For his positive attitude during our first week back and his super effort with writing this week.

02N

Arya L.

For contributing enthusiastically to our Water Cycle discussion and for wonderful narrative writing this
week. Well done Arya.

02P

Hugo K.

For his positive return to school, respectful manner and consistently being ready to learn.
Well done Hugo.

03F

Ruben S.

For his enthusiastic return to school and his confident and positive contributions to class discussions.
Keep it up Ruben!

03G

Sam M.

For all your efforts and the way you have approached tasks during your first week back.
Keep it up well done.

03P

Kacy H.

For her continued enthusiasm and love of reading. Your comprehension skills are fantastic.

03R

Vladimir V.

For showing pride in his work, being respectful and trying his best at all times!

04B

Stella B.

For maintaining a consistently high standard of behaviour and effort in the classroom.

04E

Maria O.

For her great return to school and actively participating in class. Keep it up!

04H

Felix T.

For contributing well during classroom discussions and taking risks with his learning.

04T

Milan H.

For her organisation in class and always working well with different students.

04U

Pippa N.

For her enthusiastic return to school and her positive contributions and participation in class activities.

5/6B Emma Y.

For always having a positive attitude and willingness to learn.

5/6C Ruby H.

For her consistent compassion towards others as well as always working hard to achieve her best.

5/6G Marli B.

For her enthusiasm and sense of humour which lifts the spirits of all around her.

5/6H Archie B.

For his positive return to the classroom and excellent writing pieces.

5/6J

Thomas T.

For coming back to school in an enthusiastic and driven manner.

5/6R Jude G.

For approaching Term 4 with a positive attitude and a growth mindset!

5/6S Zac S.

For settling back in well to school and always trying his best.

SUMMER’S SOLIDARITY

Guitar Lessons
Due to the current situation I have not been able to
teach face to face for most of the year. Guitar
students have been enjoying online lessons and there are still a
few spots available for Term 4, 2020.
If there are any students interested in learning Guitar online in
Term 4, please email timewisemusic@optusnet.com.au for an
Enrolment Form, or alternatively call Trevor on 0404 018 382.

